


What is           ?

A full service garage, like no other.

Values
Trustword, Transparency, Respect, Quality,  

Unique, Efficient, Loyalty, Passion, Dedicated,  

WE ARE TEAMWORK, WE ARE MONSTERS.

GO fast, go loud, go safe



Teams/Services



Why customers come to           ?

Because we offer High Performance, high quality and optimal service

How do you Fulfill the expectations of our customers?

- Finishing the work on time

- Making double check to the final result

- Making every job as god as you can

- Never stop learning

How do you Fulfill your own expectations?

- Making each work better, faster than the last one.

- Offering more options/solutions to each customer.
-Giving to the world the 100% of your talent



CellPhone example
All of you have been in the mobile shop with a damaged cellphone. 
Whats the conversation?: 

What is the problem? | How much it cost? | When it will be finish? 

What you do if you don’t receive answer for one of that 3 questions? 
———————— Go to the next Mobile Shop. 

- Why we as a team are not answering that 3 questions to our customers? 
- What is missing? 
- Why we think time is important for us but not important to them? 

All of you in the internal survey answer we want more money, and you know something the owner of 
this company wants the same.  
The only way to make it happen is using a method to work in order, with quality and ON TIME. 



Policies

Internal:
Is there a responsible for each job card according to the job. 

The status of each project must be reported every day. 

The work binnacle / car binnacle have to be filled  exactly at the beginning and at the end of each job, to fill the 
binnacle out of time is not acceptable. 

Those who loose or damage the car binnacle have to report to the Supervisor or Manager, and then ask to the 
partners to fill it again. (a penalty will be pointed) 

The Supervisor, Manager & Owner are allowed to check and ask about the work binnacle/ car binnacle any time. 

If you are not working you can always help a partner, we are one team, if your work need the lifter and is busy 
you can help to finish the car that is on the lifter.  

In the workshop during work time is there always something to do. 

If you have any idea about a proyect, a contest or anything related to the workshop share it, if it add value to 
Monster Performance we will make it work.



Policies
Internal:

When it will be done? 

How many time it will take? 

When can the client come to pick it up?

Doesn’t means: “I need it now”
It means I need a date and time



Policies

“I don’t know” is not an option

Internal:

As we said before each job car have now a responsible.  
In the binnacle, it will be written which subtask was done by who. 
then…

Every time a team-member, a customer, the owner ask about the status of a job card, you can 
refer them directly to the responsible or take the car binnacle to provide the correct answer.

Make yourself available
If you finish your job and is no other job card pendant in your area, you 
must have to go with the responsible of other job card and offer your help.
The job card responsible have to provide specific instructions to the team 
member that is offering help. 
Say I don’t need your help is not an option. 
If is there no job cards pending, Is duty of each worker to develop new 
ideas, share them with the team and present a project to the high 
management.



Policies

Customer:

Estimated deadline must be given to the customer. 

(The workers can give a longer estimated time to have a back up to make it with 100% quality. 

In case of a complain from the customer the first step is to ask the responsible of the job card and 
the second to review the car binnacle. 

The responsible of the fail have to repair the fail and be sure to make double check before give the 
vehicle to the customer 


